Host SM_Brett says:
<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>
CSO_Syrna says:
::doing more research on Vidorian Fever in her quarters::
OPS_Dvon says:
::he had finished talking with Donnie sometime ago, Donnie had made him promise to try and behave.  He actually wanted to do this right, and he really didn’t get off to a good start with the CO he figures he will straighten up at least for awhile to get her off his back.  Not having anything to do while he waits for his shift to start he does a little reading to calm the nerves::
CTO_Adrel says:
::sitting in her office::
Harba_Kutch says:
::waits for her turn to retrieve her castanet’s and costume::
CTO_Adrel says:
*Iota Team*: Get ready to escort Orions from the Cargo Bay to the TR, make sure that the cargo is properly dealt with.
Host NPC says:
<Smug> ::Waits with Harba in the Cargo Bay::
Jorka_Pell says:
::Not really skilled in entertainment, so Jorka's sitting around, dreaming idly about joining Starfleet::
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
:: in her quarters and thinks of something:: *<Duty TR Office>*: Please scan all the Orions beaming from the ship for a hypospray.  We apparently have misplaced one and maybe one of the Orions picked it up by mistake.
OPS_Dvon says:
<Ops Derek> ::meets up with Harba:: Harba: Ens. D'von asked me to help you get organized with your party, he will be unable to attend
Host CO_KBeth says:
::in RR:: *Duty SO*: Has the radiation on the freighter dissipated enough for the Orions to transport over?
CTO_Adrel says:
::looks at her PADD displaying the location of the different teams::
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
<Duty TR Officer> *XO*: Yes Ma'am.
Harba_Kutch says:
Derek: Oh what a shame. I was so looking forward to talking with him more.
CTO_Adrel says:
*Duty TO*: Please help the OPS scan the cargo as it moves from ships. If something is irregular, contact me.
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> Harba: I am sure he will be able to speak with you later,
CTO_Adrel says:
<Duty TO>*CTO*: Aye, cmdr.
Harba_Kutch says:
::sighs and looks over at Smug::
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::takes one finally look at herself in the mirror before heading out the door::
CSO_Syrna says:
<SO Tribor> CO: Yes Ma'am... it is recommended they are only over there for a few hours at a stretch though
CTO_Adrel says:
::satisfied, gets up and heads for her quarters::
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> Harba: What can I help you with to prepare for the party
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::enters the TL:: Bridge.
Host NPC says:
<Smug> Harba: Soon my dear soon.  They will have our ship fixed in no time and we can be on our way.  Do not worry.
Host CO_KBeth says:
*SP Tribor*: Thank you.
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::arrives on the bridge and walks to the CO's RR and rings the chime.::
Host CO_KBeth says:
*CTO*: Cmdr.  The Orions can beam over to get their belongings.  Short periods of time only.
Harba_Kutch says:
Derek: I just need to get my things from my ship for the entertainment. You might check on the room where the celebration is to be held.
Host CO_KBeth says:
XO: Enter.
CTO_Adrel says:
*CO*: Aye. Iota team will be in charge of escorting them from CB to the TR. Do you have special requests?
Host CO_KBeth says:
*CTO*: Negative, I'll leave it in your hands.
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> Harba: The last I check the holodeck is almost complete, oh that reminds me.  We need to know how you want to holodeck to look, climate, location etc
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::walks into the room:: CO: Ma'am can I please be excused from this party? ::has a pleading look on her face::
CTO_Adrel says:
*CO*: Acknowledged.
Host CO_KBeth says:
XO: What's the matter?
OPS_Dvon says:
::lays the book down, reading never was his thing.  He decides to work on one of his computer programs instead::
Harba_Kutch says:
Derek: Hot, exotic and the air filled with perfume.
CTO_Adrel says:
::enters the nearest TL::
CSO_Syrna says:
::pouring over boring data on the disease on Psellus III that only a Vulcan would find... fascinating...::
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
CO: Well ma'am this dress outfit is killing me and well just look at me..... ::pause:: I look fat.
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> Harba: Would you like to accompany me to the holodeck to make all necessary arrangements
Jorka_Pell says:
::Perks up at the name "holodeck":: Harba: Can I go with you?
Harba_Kutch says:
Derek: I need to get my things. I don't trust anyone else to touch them. I'm sure you understand.
Host NPC says:
<Flynn> ::In his quarters, putting the final touches on his clothing. ::
CTO_Adrel says:
*OPS*: Ens D’von, sorry to disturb you, but the CO said the Orions could beam over their belongings. Iota team will escort the Orions from the CB to the TR. The TO on bridge duty will scan the cargo.
CTO_Adrel says:
::exits the TL and heads down the corridor to her quarters::
OPS_Dvon says:
*CTO* You will need to contact the Duty OPS, as I am stuck in my quarters until 2030
Harba_Kutch says:
Jorka: No! You're way to young for the party. Get to engineering or something and fix something.
Host NPC says:
<Smug>: Derek: When will that be exactly.  We need time to prepare for the celebration.
Host CO_KBeth says:
::blinks and looks at Sy who looks exactly like she always does:: XO: Fat?  You look like you always do and the dress uniform is supposed to be uncomfortable.  ::is dreading putting hers on::  No, if I have to go...you have to go.
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> Harba: Yes, I understand will what about when you return
Harba_Kutch says:
Derek: Perhaps, we shall see.
Host NPC says:
<Smug> Harba: Now, now dear, he has been working hard to repair our ship.  He deserves a little relaxation.
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> Smug: let me ask the Captain
Jorka_Pell says:
::Looks down:: Harba: Aye.
CTO_Adrel says:
*OPS*: You are ::pauses:: I will do that right now then. Adrel out.
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> *CO* Ma'am the Orions are ready to beam over to their ship to get the needed things for the party
Harba_Kutch says:
::glares at Smug:: Smug: Oh he's just your little pet. Such an immature one too.
CTO_Adrel says:
::enters her quarters and sighs as she has to contact another person::
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
CO: Aw man.  ::thinks about pulling a Lereaux trick here but thinks better of it::
Host NPC says:
<Smug> ::Watches his assembled crew waiting anxiously to be allowed to leave. ::
Host CO_KBeth says:
*OPS Derek*: Proceed.
OPS_Dvon says:
::as the CTO's voice fades out, he shrugs and goes and gets him something to drink::
CTO_Adrel says:
*Duty OPS*: This is Lt Cmdr Adrel. The CO said the Orions could start beaming over their belongings. The TO on duty will help you scan the cargo. And a team of SEC will escort the Orions from the CB to the TR.
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> Smug: You may go now if you wish, I will escort you to the TR
OPS_Dvon says:
<Duty OPS> *CTO* Understood ma'am, OPS Derek is with the Orions now I will alert him that SEC will be accompanying him to the TR
CTO_Adrel says:
*Duty OPS*: Thank you. Adrel out.
CTO_Adrel says:
::gets to her closet and picks up a dressed uniform::
OPS_Dvon says:
<Duty OPS> *Derek* : Sec will be escorting you and the Orions to the TR, only those Orions that are getting there things may leave with you
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> ::sees a squad a sec come up:: *Duty OPS*: Understood
Host NPC says:
<Smug> Harba: Our honor guard is here my dear, shall we go?
CTO_Adrel says:
::puts the uniform on her bed and goes to take a quick sonic shower::
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::sees that she is not going to get anywhere with the CO heads for the door::
Harba_Kutch says:
Smug: Of course my Captain. ::smiles sickly sweetly::
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> Smug: Shall we proceed to the TR
Host CO_KBeth says:
::gets up and follows the XO out of the RR:: XO: I'll walk with you.  I need to get changed also.
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::nods and walks towards the TL::
Host NPC says:
<Smug> Derek: Yes, by all means.  Myself, Ms. Kutch and these four worthies behind me will be going.  We will bring all the required things back.
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> Smug: Very well, this way if you please ::watches at the Sec follow closely behind::
CTO_Adrel says:
<NPC Knight>::stands outside the Admiral’s quarters::
CSO_Syrna says:
::pours over more data...:: Self: Intriguing...
Harba_Kutch says:
::follows along with Smug::
Host NPC says:
Action: The six Orions follow OPS Derek to the TR room.
Harba_Kutch says:
::steps onto the pad:: Derek: Ok do that beaming thing. Smug: Coming?
Host NPC says:
Action: The Orions beam to the Kamerain and begin collecting their equipment.
CTO_Adrel says:
::gets out of the shower, arranges her hair and gets into a dressed uniform::
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::enters the TL and waits for the CO to follow.  suddenly becomes very depressed::
Harba_Kutch says:
@::begins gathering her "things" and places them in a small leather bag::
Harba_Kutch says:
@*Smug*: Hey Smug, you ready?
Host NPC says:
Action: After about twenty minutes, the Orions beam back to the Delphyne.  Jorka is not with them, having remained behind to "assist" CEO Gallagher with repairs.
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> Smug: May I ask where the other person is?
Host NPC says:
<Smug> Derek: He has remained behind to assist Mr. Gallager with repairs to our ship.
Harba_Kutch says:
Derek: I need a room in which to change.
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> Did Mr. Gallager approve this?
CTO_Adrel says:
::gets out of her quarters and heads for deck 2 where Ens Knight is waiting for the admiral::
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> Harba: An enclosed room can be set up in the holodeck when the time comes
Host NPC says:
Action: The Orions each have at least two instrument cases as well as one large trunk which is carried by two of them.
Host CO_KBeth says:
::steps into her front room tugging at her dress uniform collar:: Self: Sy was right...these things are murder.
CSO_Syrna says:
::exits quarters::
Host NPC says:
<Smug> Derek: Please take us to your holodeck.  We need to set up our things.  And please arrange for the rest of my crew to join us there.
Harba_Kutch says:
Derek: That is such an inconvenience. There must be a room I could use.
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> Smug: Very well, but I need to tell the captain that one of you men have stayed behind to assist with repairs
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> *CO* Ma'am the Orions have returned from their ship, one of them have decided to stay on board to assist the CEO with repairs
Host NPC says:
<Smug> Derek: Yes, that will be fine.
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::Walks in the arboretum looking at the flowers and comes across their space and begins to cry::
CTO_Adrel says:
::arrives on deck two and strolls down until she meets Ens Knight::
Host CO_KBeth says:
*NPC Derek*: Understood, it's probably their engineer.
Host NPC says:
<Smug> Derek: Is there no unused quarters nearby which Harba could use for her changing?  She is quite modest, for all her pretense.  ::Smiles::
OPS_Dvon says:
::holds his drink in his hand:: Self: This fake stuff sure isn’t like what we had at home
CTO_Adrel says:
Ens Knight: Everything all right here?
Harba_Kutch says:
::whispers to Derek:: Derek: Ask her about the room please?
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> ::motions for everyone to follow him:: Smug: this way please
Harba_Kutch says:
::smiles shyly at Smug::
CTO_Adrel says:
<NPC Knight> CTO: Yes. The two Secs are waiting near the ends of the corridor. I am waiting for the admiral to come out. Nothing quite adventurous so far.
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> Harba: the room for you to change right?
CSO_Syrna says:
::goes to the labs::
Harba_Kutch says:
Derek: Yes please, with a lavatory if you can manage it.
Host CO_KBeth says:
::exits her quarters and enters the TL:: Deck 2
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::wills herself to stop crying and wipes the tears from her eyes:: Self: What is the matter with me?
CTO_Adrel says:
Knight: Action will come later as you will follow him to the HD and will have to check on him during the party. Though not too close as he might be annoyed.
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> Harba: I can have all those arrangements at the holodeck
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> ::leads everyone to the holodeck::
CTO_Adrel says:
<NPC Knight> CTO: You must be right. This will be one of my first times to escort an Admiral around like that.
Host CO_KBeth says:
::exits the TL and see the Sec guy at the end of the corridor.  Nods to him and walks down towards the Admiral’s quarters::
Harba_Kutch says:
Derek: There are too many of us.
CSO_Syrna says:
::talks to her staff about their latest research projects::
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> I am afraid I am not following you, to many of you for what?
CTO_Adrel says:
Knight: There is a first for everything. We have teams all over the ship, so things should be in control.
Harba_Kutch says:
Derek: Just a small room.....unused crew quarters perhaps?
Host CO_KBeth says:
::sees the CTO and Ens Knight talking and heads over:: Ens Knight/ CTO: Good evening, Cmdr...Ens.
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::sighs:: Self: I hope this is just a phase due to the pregnancy that will soon go away.  I can't imagine breaking down like this on the bridge.
CTO_Adrel says:
CO: Ma'am ::nods::
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> ::is starting to get aggravated:: Harba: I am sorry but my orders are to lead you to the Holodeck, we can create any room you need there.
Harba_Kutch says:
Derek: We all need a room to prepare...each of us. We meditate before a performance.
CTO_Adrel says:
<NPC Knight>::stands at attention and nods at the CO::
Harba_Kutch says:
Derek: You treat guests with such contempt!
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> I am sorry I don’t have enough rooms for each of you, how many of you are performing
Host CO_KBeth says:
Ens Knight: At ease, Ensign.  How are things here?  Everything going smoothly?
Harba_Kutch says:
Derek: All of us.....let's see that's how many Smug?
CTO_Adrel says:
<NPC Knight>CO: The admiral is still in his quarters, sir. There is one Sec at each end of the corridor.
Host NPC says:
<Smug> Derek: That is alright Sir, I'm sure this will be fine.  Just show us how to work these controls so that we might create what we need.  Amazing technology really.
Host CO_KBeth says:
::smiles:: Ens Knight: Excellent. ::looks over at the CTO:: CTO: Are the sec teams in place around the ship?
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> Smug: I am sorry but I can’t allow you to access the ships systems, it would take to long for me to show you.  If you would just tell me what you need I can create it for you
Harba_Kutch says:
::sighs and looks down::
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::leaves the arboretum and heads to the TL in a rather nonchalant manner::
Host NPC says:
<Smug> Derek: ::Sighs::  Fine, then just set up the room for whatever your superior will allow so that we might proceed.
CTO_Adrel says:
CO: We have almost all teams in action right now. The ship should be secured.
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> Smug, Harba: Well here we are, the holodeck has been program with everything you asked, but you may need to make some changes
CSO_Syrna says:
::satisfied with her staff's reports she exits the labs and heads for the lift::
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> ::enters the holodeck, which has been set up like Harba request earlier::
Harba_Kutch says:
Derek: Very well, but may I use your facilities?
CTO_Adrel says:
<NPC Knight>::smiles at the "excellent" from the CO::
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> Harba: Home many rooms will you need?
Host NPC says:
<Smug> ::Directs his men to begin setting up their instruments and performance gear on a large dais at the back of the room::
Harba_Kutch says:
Derek: Six rooms and a LAVATORY!
Host CO_KBeth says:
CTO: Good.  You seem to have taken to this position like a duck to water.  Good work Cmdr, that's no easy feat.
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> Computer please create six small private rooms, that have access to a lavatory
CTO_Adrel says:
CO: Thanks. And thanks to Ens Knight here who has been helping me a lot. I still have people from my team to meet though and check the training. But things are going nicely so far.
CSO_Syrna says:
::goes to call the lift::
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::walks towards the lift and sees the CSO:: CSO: Evening. ::Tries to smile::
Host CO_KBeth says:
CTO: Yes, we have a lot of good people on security.  Well, if you will excuse me, I need to check on the Admiral. ::nods and turns towards the Admiral's door and rings the chime::
CSO_Syrna says:
XO: Greetings Commander.
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::waits for the TL to arrive::  CSO: Can I ask you a personal question.
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> ::watches as a row of rooms appear:: Harba: You will find what you need inside
CTO_Adrel says:
CO: Aye. I will head to the HD to check on the preparation. Ens Knight is here if needed.
CSO_Syrna says:
::raises an eyebrow momentarily:: XO: You may ask.
CTO_Adrel says:
::leaves the Ens and the CO and enters a TL::
Harba_Kutch says:
Derek: Thank you. See you later.
Host NPC says:
Action: The Orions set up their things, the room is adjusted to their liking, the time of the party draws nigh.
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
CSO: ::turns to face her:: Were you ever pregnant?
Harba_Kutch says:
::enters one of the little rooms::
CSO_Syrna says:
::looks startled a moment:: XO: Ma'am I am still quite young for a Vulcan... ::doesn't mention she has never had Pon Farr yet::
CTO_Adrel says:
TL: Deck 19
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::nods and looks a little disappointed as she turned back to face the front of the lift:: CSO: I see
CSO_Syrna says:
XO: Are you looking for some advise? Are you pregnant?
Host NPC says:
<Admiral> CO: Come in.
OPS_Dvon says:
::as the time draw near for him to go on duty he sets his glass down, not even getting a buzz off the stuff::
Harba_Kutch says:
::begins to dress for the party mumbling about inconsiderate Federation officers::
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
CSO: Yes I am and well... ::pauses:: I am beginning to get these really wild mood swings and I was just wondering if that is normal or if it is something else. :: Doesn't say that she fears that it may be her empathic powers going out of whack::
OPS_Dvon says:
<OPS Derek> ::stands off to the side not really doing much::
Host CO_KBeth says:
::enters the room:: Adm Proudfoot: Just wanted to see if there was anything that you needed before the festivities, sir.
CTO_Adrel says:
::exits the TL and heads to the TR::
CSO_Syrna says:
XO: Pregnant women across the universe are well known for their hormonal mood swings. I wouldn't worry about it.
Host NPC says:
<Admiral> CO: No, I am fine.  Is it time to go?
CSO_Syrna says:
::sees the lift doors open, and motions for the XO to "go first"::
Host CO_KBeth says:
Adm Proudfoot: No sir, we have a little more than an hour before they begin.
Harba_Kutch says:
::checks her costume one final time, tucking everything in just enough::
Host NPC says:
<Admiral> CO: I see.  Then I will see you there.
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::enters the TL::
CSO_Syrna says:
::enters the lift:: TL: Deck 3.
Harba_Kutch says:
::exits the room:: All: Harba is ready.........you may proceed!
Host CO_KBeth says:
Adm Proudfoot: Ensign Knight will provide you with an escort when you are ready to leave. ::turns and heads out the door:: See you there, sir.
Host NPC says:
<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>

